Dashboards Kickstart

Get your dashboards into the hands of decision-makers

The ability to process, analyze, and communicate complex data quickly and effectively is a crucial part of any organization’s operations. We help you build deployable and shareable web dashboards to disseminate data insights within your organization without being tied to a specific vendor or platform rules. Our Dashboards Kickstart delivers a standalone web application that combines analyses from notebooks and their associated data, scripts, parameters, and plots. Then we show your data scientists and analysts how to quickly build their own dashboards, shortening the time from insight to impact on your bottom line.

In approximately 12 billable days (100 hours), we deliver a fully reproducible dashboard package, deployable on nearly any server that can run Python.

Requirements

To qualify for this Kickstart project, you must provide the following:

- Available visualizations supported by Panel (i.e. Matplotlib, Bokeh, Seaborn, Plotly, Altair, Pandas, etc.)
- A list of key parameters and input variables
- Data used in the analyses (obfuscated if necessary)

Start deploying dashboards with a set of three deliverables:

- A dashboard app with widget controls starting from an existing Python visualizations
- Final report with documentation for usage and future development
- A live demonstration and basic training

Get Started Today

1. Confirm that Dashboards Kickstart is a good fit for your organization.
2. Contact an Anaconda Kickstart specialist to discuss your project.
3. Start deploying your dashboards to non-Python users.